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THE JAG IN THE ARENA
The Ethical Challenges of the Operational Lawyer
BY LIEUTENANT COLONEL JASON S. DESON

Many military lawyers might believe they are only in the arena when they are
in the courtroom. Nothing can be further from the truth—
especially for the operational lawyer.

It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points
out how the strong man stumbles, or where the doer of
deeds could have done them better. The credit belongs
to the man who is actually in the arena, whose face
is marred by dust and sweat and blood; who strives
valiantly; who errs, who comes short again and again,
because there is no effort without error and shortcoming; but who does actually strive to do the deeds; who
knows great enthusiasms, the great devotions; who
spends himself in a worthy cause; who at the best
knows in the end the triumph of high achievement,
and who at the worst, if he fails, at least fails while
daring greatly, so that his place shall never be with
those cold and timid souls who neither know victory
nor defeat.[1]
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M

any military lawyers might believe they are only
in the arena when they are in the courtroom.
Nothing can be further from the truth—especially for the operational lawyer. While lawyers have found
themselves increasingly vital to the planning and execution of
military operations, most of those operations occur without
the actual presence of lawyers. There was no lawyer on the
gunship that mistakenly opened fire on a Médecins Sans
Frontières medical facility in Kunduz, Afghanistan in
October 2015, yet one of the aircrew still expressed reservations about whether they were engaging a valid military
objective under the law of war.[2] In the special operations
forces (SOF) context, there are no lawyers on the teams conducting missions, but we know from those more notorious
cases where missions went wrong like Operation Red Wings,
that decisions were made with law of war ramifications.[3]
While some may be inclined to ask whether a lawyer could
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have done more to prevent this and similar incidents, the
better question is whether the process failed for the lawyer
to get the right advice to the right people at the right time
to make the right decision.

…the better question is whether
the process failed for the lawyer
to get the right advice to the right
people at the right time to make
the right decision.
With all of the challenges of the current strategic environment, the ethical duty of the operational law practitioner to
uphold good process—which includes not only making sure
that the right things are done the right way, but also that
the practitioner is in the right place at the right time—takes
on increased significance. This ethical duty is not limited
to lawyers working in the halls of the White House or the
corridors of the Pentagon. It applies to all military lawyers. It
may sound simple enough, but it is a duty that never ceases
and underlies all the ethical duties espoused by the rules of
professional conduct. A good lawyer may be competent and
diligent, but what good is that competence and diligence if
the lawyer is not present at the key moment of operational
decision?

A good lawyer may be competent
and diligent, but what good is that
competence and diligence if the
lawyer is not present at the key
moment of operational decision?
In the national security context, ethical rules like competence
and diligence take on new meanings and obligations. The
good news is that it is relatively simple to identify these
ethical baselines. The bad news is that it takes a great deal
of dust and sweat and blood to achieve them. To uphold
good process, the JAG must be in the arena. The emergence
of operations law as a separate and distinct field of practice
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was due in large part to JAGs who embodied the concept
of being in the arena—they had to fight for their place on
the team.[4] We bear the same burden today.
THE RULES OF THE GAME: THE NATIONAL
SECURITY PROCESS AND THE ETHICS RULES
[T]he majority of legal advice within the national
security process is not directed, but is the product of
practice, custom, and personal interchange between
lawyer and client. That means that good process
requires personal persuasion, presence, and value
added, or the lawyer will find that he or she is only
contributing to decisions where legal review is mandated and then only as a last stop on the bus route.[5]
The writings of Judge James E. Baker, the current chair of
the American Bar Association (ABA)’s Standing Committee
on Law and National Security, provide a good source for the
“rules of the game.”[6] Judge Baker once described the plain
truth that “good government is difficult work.”[7] What is
true in the broader national security context is equally true at
the operational and tactical levels. What makes it so difficult
is not just knowledge of the rules themselves, but also an
added commitment to the process that applies and enforces
those rules—especially when our clients are at their tensest
and focused on the outcome over the process.
NATIONAL SECURITY PROCESS FOR THE JAG
In his book, In the Common Defense, Judge Baker writes
that the law “depends on the morality and courage of those
who apply it” and “on the moral courage of lawyers who
raise tough questions, who dare to argue both sides of every
issue, who insist upon being heard at the highest levels of
decision-making, and who ultimately call the legal questions
as they believe the Constitution dictates and not necessarily
as policymakers [or commanders] may want at a moment
in time.”[8] In a 2002 address to senior JAGs, Judge Baker
noted, “It is axiomatic that the national security lawyer’s duty
is to guide decision-makers toward legally available options.
In performing this function in a timely and meaningful manner, the lawyer provides for our physical security. In doing
it faithfully, based on the application of law, they provide
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for the security of our way of life, which is founded on the
rule of law.”[9] The key to success is what Judge Baker refers
to as good process—good process, in the national security
context, leads to better results because it puts players in the
right place at the right time with the right tools to make
the right call.[10]

Process can be viewed as a nuisance
in the operational world, but good
process starts with the old adage—
work smarter, not harder.
Process can be viewed as a nuisance in the operational
world, but good process starts with the old adage—work
smarter, not harder. For this reason, Judge Baker suggests
that the process of national security law is arguably more
important than its substance.[11] In reality, process underlies
the substance of not only national security law, but also an
attorney’s ethical obligations. The key to understanding this
is to look at these rules through the lens of process.
THREE ETHICAL RULES
Using the Air Force Rules of Professional Conduct in
Air Force Instruction 51-110 as a guide, three ethical
rules guide the lawyer to make sure she is there when
needed (i.e., diligence), that her advice is meaningful (i.e.,
competence), and that it is accessible (i.e., advisor).[12]
Diligence requires an attorney to act with “promptness in
representing a client.”[13] Competence requires “the legal
knowledge, skill, thoroughness, and preparation necessary
for representation.”[14] Finally, being an advisor mandates
that “a lawyer shall exercise independent professional judgment and render candid advice” and in doing so “may refer
not only to law, but other considerations such as moral,
economic, social, and political factors that may be relevant
to the client’s situation.”[15] Each of these rules, in their own
way contribute to the preservation of good process because
they urge the attorney to take individual initiative to be in
the right place at the right time to make sure things are done
the right way. The rise of operations law itself as a separate
discipline within the JAG Corps is a prime example.
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Good JAGs know the law, great JAGs
know the mission.
HOW JUDGE ADVOCATES JOINED THE GAME:
THE RISE OF OPERATIONS LAW
The old adage found on plaques and bookmarks, “good
lawyers know the law, great lawyers know the judge,”
can be modified for our purposes to read, “good JAGs
know the law, great JAGs know the mission.” You,
of course, must know both and be prepared to apply
that law to the mission to assist commanders across the
entire spectrum of Air Force operations. The mission’s
success depends on it, and the Airmen we serve depend
on us to deliver the professional, candid, independent,
and quality legal counsel that overcomes the threats
and secures victory.[16]
Last year marked the 50th anniversary of the My Lai massacre, which occurred in March 1968.[17] That incident
planted the seeds for what would eventually become a new
discipline within the Judge Advocate General’s corps of the
armed services—operations law.[18] While defined slightly
different by each service, the general definition encompasses
the “domestic, foreign, and international law associated
with the planning and execution of military operations in
peacetime or hostilities.”[19] Operations law has been called
a “parallel discipline” to national security law.[20] Indeed, the
Army and Navy recently renamed the discipline as such.[21]
For the Air Force, the rise of operations law as a separate
and distinct discipline within military legal practice began
in Vietnam.[22]
While Air Force JAGs had been on the ground in Vietnam
since 1962, many did not have the security clearance to be
in the operations room.[23] The First 50 Years: U.S. Air
Force Judge Advocate General’s Department documents
the events that led to the creation of the operations law
discipline. The My Lai massacre and the creation of the DoD
Law of War Program was the most critical of these events.[24]
Yet, the DoD Law of War Program was only the first step
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in the process. It took initiative from Judge Advocates in all
services to build the discipline into what it is today.
In the 2001 International and Operations Law Edition of
Air Force Law Review, then-Colonel Charles J. Dunlap,
Jr.,[25] credited then-Colonel Bill Moorman, the 12th Air
Force Staff Judge Advocate during Operation Just Cause,
with arranging “to get JAGs into the operation center as
well as the planning cells, all with good effect.”[26] This
was the “first instance of Air Force lawyers participating to
this extent in operations planning.”[27] It was a far cry from
the “general mistrust among commanders concerning any
restrictions placed upon their freedom of action, specifically the application of LOAC and Rules of Engagement
(ROE).”[28] Indeed, Judge Advocates proved to be true
mission enablers by establishing that “they could contribute
more to the planning effort than purely legal advice.”[29]
This eventually paved the way for the 4 August 1988 memorandum from the Joint Chiefs of Staff requiring combatant
commanders to have legal advisors immediately available to
provide advice on ROE, LOAC, and related matters during
planning and execution of joint operations and exercises.[30]

We cannot afford to wait for war
to bring judge advocates into
the operations and planning
environment.
The success of Air Force JAGs in Operation JUST CAUSE
spilled over into the support provided to Operations
DESERT SHIELD and DESERT STORM in 1991. Shortly
thereafter, the Air Force formerly established operations law
as a new legal discipline through a joint letter signed by the
Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans and Operations,
Lieutenant General Michael A. Nelson, and the Judge
Advocate General of the Air Force, Major General David
C. Morehouse on 11 December 1991, which stated that,
“we cannot afford to wait for war to bring judge advocates
into the operations and planning environment.”[31] This
statement holds true today, but it took the diligent efforts
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of competent Judge Advocates advising on legal and related
matters across multiple conflicts to get the Air Force to
formally recognize this concept of legal support.

JAG Heritage
Excerpt from: JAG Corps Values &
Vision: Air Force Legal Support for
the 21st Century

• 1989: Operation JUST CAUSE: A theater-level
legal staff was fully integrated in crisis action
planning
• 1990-1992: Operations DESERT STORM and
RESTORE HOPE: Full-spectrum legal services
realized—from mission planning to multifaceted legal support at deployed locations and
home bases
• 2000: The first Joint Air Operations Center Legal
Advisor Course was held at Hurlburt Field, Florida,
to provide the specialized skills needed by
legal advisors to Joint Forces Air Component
Commanders and their staffs
• 2001: Operations NOBLE EAGLE and ENDURING
FREEDOM began; Operation IRAQI FREEDOM
commenced in 2003: Legal professionals provided
unprecedented levels of support in areas such as
target planning and lawfare
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PLAYING THE GAME: STAYING
IN THE “MIDFIELD”[32]
In doing your work in the great world, it is a safe plan
to follow a rule I once heard on the football field; don’t
flinch, don’t fall, hit the line hard.[33]
Today’s strategic environment depicted by the current
National Security Strategy and National Defense Strategy
highlight several challenges for the modern operations law
practitioner. Many of these challenges will call for rapid-fire
decisions. Judge Baker writes that, “Not every attorney is
suited to a process of decision-making that can be rapid and
is conducted under stress and often involves the application
of law to uncertain or emerging facts.”[34] Likewise, “[i]t
may be difficult for lawyers who prefer practice areas oriented
toward black-letter law and absolute answers.”[35] This is
often the case in the operations law discipline. Nonetheless,
Air Force lawyers must be prepared to advise in this area.
Using the three ethical rules mentioned earlier as guideposts,
this section demonstrates how these ethical rules can be
leveraged to keep our team in the midfield.
DILIGENCE—Appreciate the Grind
The leading rule for the lawyer, as for the man of every
other calling, is diligence.[36]
Diligence in the national security arena is often associated
with the need to quickly make decisions during a crisis
(e.g., in a dynamic targeting situation where an attorney
must quickly advise on whether a target is valid to be
attacked);[37] however, it also means taking individual
initiative to reasonably prepare oneself to be ready to advise
on those quick decisions before they happen. In the nonlegal military context, this is readiness. As JAGs, the ethical
duty of diligence requires a certain level of readiness in the
operations law context.
It is very easy to act with diligence when one is directed to
do so. It is not so easy to take the individual initiative when
there is no explicit requirement to do so. For example, JAGs
often hear of the importance of “being in the room.” Lawyers
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have to be in the room when a trial is taking place, but in
the field of national security law, it is not always so easy to
be in the room to render advice. It’s easier in established
locations like an Air Operations Center (AOC), but in other
commands, it may require additional effort. Diligence in this
context means not just waiting to see where JAGs can start
to have influence in this new environment, or to act quickly
when advice is sought, but to proactively seek out where they
can enable the mission within their own commands and steer
it in the right direction. As Judge Baker writes, “National
security process is never designed to convenience the lawyer.
Sometimes it is specifically designed to avoid the lawyer.”[38]
To combat this, the JAG must act with diligence to not just
be in the right place to give those answers, but be ready to
give those answers as well, and that also requires competence.

JAGs often hear of the importance of
“being in the room.”
COMPETENCE—Play the Way You Practice
In short, national security practice requires a capacity to close on issues and make decisions, identifying
nuance and caveats, if necessary.[39]
In his paper, Ethics Issues of the Practice of National
Security Law, General Dunlap writes that competence in
the national security context requires the practitioner to
“have a deep enough level of understanding of the means
and methods of national security activities to be able to
offer lawful alternatives when possible.”[40] When this is
done right, the practitioner’s “‘client’ commanders have
greater faith in them, and will more readily incorporate
them into the decision-making process.”[41] This is the
true value of competence. It requires “a comprehensive
and in-depth knowledge of not just the law, but also the
‘client’ and his or her unique ‘business.’”[42] Thus, while
competence primarily requires a degree of individual initiative in knowing the law applicable to the mission, it also
requires acquiring knowledge of the mission itself to avoid
the pitfalls of ethical failure. This is particularly true in the
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operational environment. A practitioner may never know
when they will be called to render an opinion in a dynamic
tactical situation.[43] There is no better way to hone this
competence than through practice—whether it is through
self-study, exercises, simulations, or real on the job training
sought out during a deployment.[44]

THE END GAME: ACHIEVING “COMPETITIVE
GREATNESS”

ADVISOR—Surrender the Me for the We[45]

Being in the arena is not easy. It requires courage, both moral
and physical, and it requires endurance. Operations law is
not a spectator sport and the game shows no signs of slowing
down in the near future. JAGs need to be ready to meet the
legal and ethical challenges that lie ahead. Fortunately, this
does not require any change to how the game is played,
but rather a renewed commitment to the rules that already
govern the conduct of JAGs of every military service. This
requires an ethical commitment to dare greatly by not only
mastering the substance of operations law, but also mastering
the process of operations law.

Judge Advocates cannot maximize their understanding
of the military arts and the national security process
by simply taking up shop behind a desk.[46]
General Stanley A. McChrystal writes that “today, every
aspect of military operations requires competent, ethical,
and timely advice.”[47] He views this as an “inevitable consequence of the complexity of the twenty-first century military
environment.”[48] The trick is to ensure clear delineation
between legal and policy advice.[49] Colonel Lisa Turner,
in her article on the Detainee Interrogation Debate, notes
that there is an equal concern with ensuring the lawyer does
not go too far down the path of policy-advocate rather than
advisor.[50] This is the danger of taking this duty too far.
Knowing the danger of the extremes, JAGs must be willing
to step out from their role as the “legal advisor” to become
“visible in the organization” or “part of the organization.”[51]
Doing so also helps build credibility with the commander
and the rest of the organization.[52] It may be as simple as
visiting the flying squadrons to actually learn their mission.
Learning (or taking part in) the mission not only helps build
competence and credibility with those we seek to advise, it
may also help shape the legal advice rendered.[53] It also
helps to establish that good process where effective, timely,
and meaningful advice can be rendered at a critical juncture
where time is of the essence. Serving as an advisor, a JAG
can embed into the decision-making process by adding value
beyond simply rendering legal advice when required to do so.
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Competitive Greatness is having a real love for the
hard battle knowing it offers the opportunity to be at
your best when your best is required.[54]

In doing this, the JAG is best situated to achieve competitive
greatness—that is to relish the opportunity to give the best
possible advice at the right time. Adherence to our ethical
code brought JAGs into the national security arena through
the development of operations law as a separate discipline.
Now, renewed adherence to that code will ensure that JAGs
will continue to contribute meaningfully to the substance
and process of operations law as the military faces new
strategic challenges in the coming years. It will not be easy,
but in striving to meet these ethical challenges, JAGs will
never be with those cold and timid souls who neither know
victory nor defeat.
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